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All Lido & Big Six Pool Packages include: 

Pump and Filter*, Plumbing, Vacuum Hose, Brush, Scoop, Pole, Chemical Packs. 
*sized according to pool dimensions 

*

   Available Upgrades are: 

• Fibreglass Steps 

• Approved Salt Chlorinators 

• Pool Cover & Rollers 

• Heat Pumps 

• Automatic Cleaners 

Paramount Pools have been proudly made from high quality 
steel & vinyl construction with a choice of liner colours

and sold in New Zealand since 1967.

The Lido pool is designed for installations which 
have a deck or tile finish, resulting in a

superior looking pool at an affordable price.

The Big Six features a seated finish around 
the walls and is designed for above 
ground installations or any situation 

where the top of the pool is not 
completely decked or tiled. 
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$240 premium for Maui printed liner applies

$335 premium for Maui printed liner applies
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NZ MADE SINCE 1967
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